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Hello! Welcome to 96M Bet, the most comforting, engaging, and gainful online casino site for players from all around Asia. We greet you with the most competitive catalog of attractive casino
games at our site, featuring variants like Baccarat, Roulette, Dragon Tiger, Sic-bo, Blackjack, and more, and lots of sportsbetting and esports betting opportunities, Poker, Lottery, Fishing, and
Slot game titles. Our safe and trusted online casino Malaysia gaming environment keeps players’ convenience and satisfaction over everything else. Hence, aside from acquiring software from
Asia’s top-tier game providers, you receive an all-inclusive igaming ambiance that will quench your every requirement even before you realize them.

Why do Players Love to Gamble at 96M?
96M Bet has been devoted to catering to Asian and global player bases since its inception. Being operational for all these years
has brought quite some reputation for us in the igaming industry. This success and reputation is the prime reason to prefer 96M
Bet. Moreover, we don’t tender gambling options unless they meet industry standards and prevalent requirements of players like
you. Therefore, you are sure to convene with industry-leading slot machines, live casino games, lottery, sports, and esports
options with us.

Licensed and Regulated
Concentrate on playing your favorite gambling titles while keeping your trust in us, as 96M online casino Malaysia with a
legitimate license from a globally accepted gambling regulatory authority. The Gaming Control Board of Curacao controls every
step we take to intensify the comfort of your gambling venture. While at the side, 6 different autonomous and acclaimed
auditing organizations like iTech Labs, BMM, PAGCOR, TST Global, etc., certify our efficiency and worth. We also bring you never
before satisfaction through our available games, keeping games from only flagship holding providers.

24/7 Customer Support
Veteran and knowledgeable executives will be at your disposal on whatever concerns or queries arise while continuing with your
gambling expedition. Our customer support team stays active 24 hours a day and 7 days a week for your expediency through 2
different mediums – live chat and Whatsapp chat. Alongside, our comprehensively formed FAQ section answers galore essential
and common questions so that you can receive suitable answers without wasting a single minute.

Various Casino Games Available
Being an avid online gambler, you have all the rights to preserve your unique wagering style and play only those games your
heart propels you to. Thus, 96M Bet confers an extensive gaming library, encouraging you to form and enjoy personalized
gambling experiences. Our online casino section saturates its hands with Live Casino Games, Slot Machines, Poker, and Lottery
games. Simultaneously, a world full of sportsbetting and esports betting opportunities spanning various popular events from
around the globe await players on our platform. So, let’s go through some more lines specifically written for some gaming-type
96M envelopes.

Hot Games See all

Best Live Casino games See all

Live Casino
Live casino games in 96M trusted online casino Malaysia arrive only from pockets of high-end gambling
solution providers like Evolution Gaming, Dream Gaming, Game Play, Asia Gaming, Microgaming, and
more. From card game variants to games of whirling wheels to bouncing dice, you will be accessing more
games than you will ever need if you wish to play through our site. So, be present at the live tables and
consider if you want to play roulette and guess the number the ball will stop on. Or, you can also enjoy skill-
requiring games like Blackjack, where dominating hand combinations state the ultimate lines.

Slots Games
If the gambling industry encompasses any game that is the easiest and most enjoyable among others, it’s
online slot games. You only need to achieve similar symbols in adjacent reel positions of an active payline.
Asian players are in love with these gambling options, and in 96M Bet, we offer titles from developers like
Spadegaming, NextSpin, Mega888, Microgaming, and more.

Sports Betting
Are you feeling like placing some enthralling real money bets on online sports betting? We have your back
even then! With the help of 3 providers, named CMD365, MaxBet, and 96M Sports, we thrillingly fill your
platter with popular to not-so-popular matches of various sports across the year.

eSports Betting
Online esports betting on popular video games like DOTA 2, League of Legends, FIFA, and more are
available for fans of esports gaming. C-Sports, IM Esports and Virtual Sport are all available at 96M online
casino.

Fishing Games
Go underwater with a gun and ammunition, target fishes swimming across your sight, and catch as many
as you can to win exciting rewards in exchange for them. It’s online fish shooting games within a single line.
Our online fishing games is overloaded with software from providers like SpadeGaming, Jili, and Joker.
Therefore, renowned titles are Fishing War and Fishing Gods are reasonably ordinary sights.

Mobile Support
Gambling has been going through continuous evolution. First, online gambling arrived, diminishing all ways of keeping land-
based casino gambling more popular than before. Now, gamblers have witnessed a stiff bend toward mobile gambling.
Therefore, 96M Bet also offers a leading mobile gambling experience to players. Similar to mobile phone and computer-based
casino gambling, the mobile gambling facility is available for Android and iOS users.

Is 96M Trustable?
Our casino platform is exceptionally safe to use. Hence, we have been one of the most trusted online gambling platforms for
Asian and global players. We encrypt each piece of information before sending or receiving it over the internet so that no other
third-party entity can capture and discern users’ private information. Alongside, you will find your casino account more secure
with an extra security layer called 2F authentication. In this log-in security measure, the casino will send an authentication code
to your mobile number, and you need to enter that code again during logging into your account.

Seamless Withdrawal Process
The absence of enough and reliable payment methods often creates problems for online gamblers while transacting money
from casinos, and it’s not that uncommon in the Asian igaming scenario too. But, as a trusted online casino Malaysia, we also
keep our integrity in this regard. We accept TouchnGo FPX, EeziePay, and more as payment methods for fiat currencies.
Besides, you can also make transactions with cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and others. Transactions happen within
the least possible time with only a few easy steps.

96M FAQs

You will admire us for our gaming library and all other associated measures and trust us for the security we provide for every user. We are a legitimate online gambling platform with a regulatory license
from Curacao Gaming Control Board and certified by organizations like iTech Labs, BMM, PAGCOR, and TST Global. 96M’s platform is well-protected with safety measures like industry-standard
encryption technology and 2-factor authentication. The encryption technology makes players’ information scrambled and incoherent before transferring it over the internet, keeping risks of data theft
at bay. The 2F Authentication makes sure that no one else except you get a chance to enter your account. Each online payment methods we accept are safe and widely used by people. All of these
attributes are responsible for the trustworthiness we ensure.

Why is 96M the Most Trusted and Safest Online Gambling Platform?

Why is 96M the Best Alternative for Online Casinos in Malaysia?

What is 96M Core Value?

Is 96M Online Casino Safe to Bet?

Who is the 96M Ambassador?

How To Register an Account at 96M?

How do I Claim 96M Bonuses and Promotions?

GAMING LICENSE

96M is a Registered Trade Mark, Regulated & Licensed by the
Government of Curacao and operates under the Master License of

Gaming Services Provider, N.V. #255/HF5

CERTIFICATION

WE ACCEPT E-WALLET AND CRYPTOCURRENCY

      

PAYMENT GATEWAY RESPONSIBLE GAMING

96M offer wide range of highest quality gaming products to our players. Our Customer Support Team us
available to assist you 24 hours a day. All personal information will be treated and stored at the strictest and
most confidential way.
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Introducing 96M Live Casino Malaysia Once upon a time, yours truly, a digital nomad and
devoted gaming enthusiast,…
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Top 10 Live Casino Malaysia
Games You Must Try Today

Lucky Gems
Slots - NextSpin

Tiwnkle Ice
Slots - NextSpin

Hot Smash
Slots - NextSpin

5 Fortune Stars
Slots - NextSpin

Dolphin Dive
Slots - NextSpin

Candy Bonanza
Slots - NextSpin

Lightning Baccarat
Casino - Evolution

Thai Baccarat
Casino - Evolution

Power Blackjack
Casino - Evolution

Salon Privé Baccarat
Casino - Evolution
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